
Fair Ballot Project Internship 
 
 

The Fair Ballot Project (FBP) is dedicated to reforming the New Jersey ballot so voters can fairly 
ELECT candidates running for office rather than “rubber-stamping” candidates SELECTED by 
Party bosses. FBP believes New Jersey voters deserve fair ballots. Studies have shown that 
candidates can have as much as 40 point advantages depending on where they are placed on the 
ballot and, as a direct result party bosses anoint their candidates who get prime placement. This 
nonprofit, non-partisan project is in collaboration with numerous organizations, both national 
and state level, to encourage representatives and candidates in New Jersey to support a fair ballot 
so elections may not be skewed corruptly.  
 
Interns have the opportunity to work in specific groups (social media, press, candidate, and 
partner teams, website) that each engage directly to promote education, awareness, and 
legislative action. Each group has a team leader(s) that oversees that work. New ideas and 
creativeness are encouraged while collaborating with your group. The internship will require 
approximately 5-15 hours each week.  
 
FBP is looking for interns that want to make social change and work with a team of individuals 
that want to inspire and help the community. This internship will be completed virtually, with 
team meetings each week. 
 
Limited spots are available. The internship will run until the NJ primary in June 2021. Our 
interns can also use this as a school credit or resume building. Recommendation letters can be 
written for outstanding work. 
 
Group Responsibilities 
 
Candidates: Coordinate communications with legislators in an attempt to gain support, through 
the Fair Ballot Pledge, for fair ballot design. Recruit and work with potential candidates that 
want to run in New Jersey and support FBP. 
 
Partners: Communicating with all organizations that  FBP collaborates with. Keep each 
organization up to date on new projects and promotions. 
 
Social Media/Graphics: Managing and creating posts for FBP’s social media pages. Along with 
creating graphics and memes to post.  
 



Press: Informing and communicating with the press. Updating them on the FBP  and events.  
 
Website: managing static and dynamic content. Writing. 
 
All groups work together to accomplish goals. 
 
Apply  here:   
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeGqW4DHmpmRsHwy-K3Los2sZpEwxnxG4PBb
ZSDOcv3tuRMZA/viewform?usp=sf_link 
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